Place du Tertre Guest Comments
Robyn White – Saint George, UT
June 2017
Gail's place was just as we'd hoped it would be! Right in the center of beautiful Montmartre,
overlooking the artists and lively night life and literally steps away from Sacre Coeur. The apartment
was perfect for the two of us and we have great memories of sipping Rose and looking out from the
window at the city below. Merci beaucoup.
Linda and Viggo – Denmark
May 2017
Dear Gail! We thank you so much! The location of the apartment is fabulous! We enjoyed following
the life and the artists at Place du Tertre. Everything we needed was in the apartment. The bed was
very comfortable. We found easily the apartment, because of very good information. The information
was very good regarding everything. We had a wonderful stay. The apartment of Gail is very cosy.
The bed is very comfortable. We found everything we needed in the apartment. The bathroom vas
very small! The location was fabulous!!!! We would love to come back!! And the weather was
wonderful too. We were very lucky! But the first day Viggo got a fine in the metro, because he had
thrown away his thicket. Just a learning to others: Keep your ticket, until you are out of the metro!!!
We would definitely want to come back to this apartment again! Best regards and love from Linda
and Viggo❤ Denmark
Gwen Syme – UK
May 2017
A perfect hide away after our busy days in Paris. We came home to relax in a perfect little apartment
looking over the charming Place du Tertre listening to the street sounds below, wisps of the live
music in the restaurants below. A truly French experience. The apartment is charming and a perfect
size, access was easy and was like a home from home. The only problem we had was which artist to
buy from. So happy we found this place.
Mona Van Cocto – Montpellier, France
May 2017
‘Charmant appartement sobre et très bien placé. Très agréable à vivre, très bel emplacement au pied
de la basilique Montmartre. Gail et Georgina sont très prévenantes, accueil IMPECCABLE.’
Charming apartment in a very good location. Very pleasant to live, very beautiful location at the foot
of the basilica Montmartre. Gail and Georgina are very considerate, IMPECCABLE
Tim Heffernan – Toronto, Canada
May 2017
Hard to manoeuvre around the bed. Suggest only one bedside table is needed and then you could
put bed against wall opposite window. Otherwise, everything was great.
Caroline and Buhl – Germany
May 2017
‘Sehr schöne Lage im Herzen von Momatre. Das Appartment hat alles was man braucht. Das
Schlafzimmer liegt zum ruhigen Innenhof. Wir haben unseren Aufenthalt sehr genossen. Gail war
seht hilfsbereit. Alles sehr gut organisiert.’

Very nice location in the heart of Monmartre. The apartment has everything you need. The bedroom
faces the quiet courtyard. We enjoyed our stay very much. Gail was very helpful Everything very well
organized.
Jonathan Jones – Charlotte, North Carolina
May 2017
Gail's place was an excellent experience. We arrived early in the day (around 1030 a.m.) and
Georgina was there waiting for us with a bottle of wine and all the tips we needed about the place
and area. The bed slept comfortably and the view of shops at Montmartre was a plus! Amazing stay.
Thank you so much for allowing us to be there. We loved everything about the place, including the
location (and the stairs were a needed workout for us!)
Davide Rampino – Spain
April 2017
‘Posicon inmejorable dento de Montmartre perfecta y gente muy amable. Piso pequeno y con todo
tipo de comodidad.’
Unbeatable position within Montmartre. Perfect organisation and very friendly people. Small and cosy
apartment with all kinds of comfort.
Emily and Garrett – Boston, USA
April 2017
We had an amazing time staying here. It was so nice to have a place that felt like home to come to
after busy days exploring the city. I'll cherish the memory of sitting at the table, windows open,
listening to the sounds of people below – while enjoying a glass of wine and watching the sunset over
the buildings. Even writing this now seems too good to be true. Thank you for everything. It was so
great to have a home in Paris – even just for a bit.
Elizabeth King – Torquay, UK
April 2017
Quintessential Parisian. Great location, clean apartment with character and style. Wonderful location
overlooking the bustling square in Montmartre. Enjoyed the experience immensely.
Katy Mouzis White – San Clemente, CA
April 2017
This apartment is for the traveler who wants a real, authentic and unique experience. It is in an
amazing location on top of the hill overlooking Paris and is nice to get away from the bustle of the
main part of the city at the end of the day. We greatly enjoyed the experience of staying in this
historic feeling apartment- felt like we went back in time. It was farther away from the main part of the
Paris but we liked that because we could get away at the end of the day but still have lots of bars,
food, and music to enjoy on the hill.
Ondrea Rose – UK
March 2017
We had a lovely stay at this apartment. The location was the highlight of our experience. It was
picturesque and the perfect spot for us to explore. The apartment itself was spacious, especially
compared to all of the other apartments we found in Paris- we were SO happy with what we got for
the price! Gail and her team were lovely and easy to communicate with in regard to our stay. We
loved that the apartment had a washer and many kitchen amenities. The bed and pillows were
SUPER comfortable! Our only struggle was in regard to the shared toilet and shower, which was not

a surprise, but was a bit less manageable than we expected. If you want to "get ready" for the day in
the bathroom, it won't be easy and everything within that space will remain wet from the shower you
just took! There's just no getting around it. The only other slight disappointment was that they were
working on the outside of the building (yay for improvements!) during our stay, so there was netting,
painters and construction equipment right outside of our window overlooking the square. It is sure to
be lovely and construction free in the future and we would highly recommend staying here to anyone
looking for a quaint, authentic, memorable experience.
David Petersons – London, UK
March 2017
Super place, amazing location amongst the artists. Fabulous hosts.
Angela Hughes – Ramsgate, UK
February 2017
This is a lively little apartment in a fantastic area with excellent host. Incredible location. Any
concerns about the scaffolding were negated by truly excellent service from PerfectlyParis.
Gemma Williams – London, UK
February 2017
Lovely cosy flat overlooking the square. The book of suggested restaurants, cafes and convince
stores was really handy and helped us to get our bearings. A beautiful area of Paris to stay in with
lots of lovely boutique shops and cafes to loose track of time in. I would definitely recommend a stay.
My boyfriend and I had an amazing stay in Paris. Thanks to both you and Georgina for all your help.
Paula Jones – UK
February 2017
This apartment is in a great location. Lovely and clean, good accommodation
Andrew Morbey – Minnesota, MN
February 2017
This flat is really well located for those who love to walk and eat (for examples right at hand, La Coq
Rico, La Degustation, Oggi; a bit further, the lovely Georgian Colchide on Poissoniers) and drink and
explore some of the interesting and edgy places north east of Montmartre, as well as dip into the
more familiar neighbourhoods below. Returning on foot to Montmartre is a fine aerobic activity. It is
fun to watch how the day unfolds on Place du Tertre. The shower is always delightfully hot. I felt like
a student again :) we quite liked the apartment and thought it wonderfully located!
Sevrin Remmo – USA
January 2017
Great location, great place, great experience overall
Phillipe Cormault – Toulouse, France
6 January 2017
En dépit des travaux de ravalement actuellement en cours dans l'immeuble, notre séjour fut très
agréable. Cet endroit est mythique. Au n°3 de la Place du Tertre, la commune de Montmartre avait
établi sa mairie en 1790.
Hans & Lieke Vermeulen – Eindhoven, NL
December 2016

Dear Gail, We enjoyed our stay at Place du Tertre very much. Everything was perfectly clean, tidy
and well accommodated. The bed was great and the quiet in the apartment was remarkable. In the
lively environment of Place du Tertre with the many artists and tourists, it was remarkable how safe
and quiet the apartment felt. Central location with lots of restaurants, bars, supermarkets and public
transportation options at walking distance. Be aware that this walking distance includes staircases
with around 200 steps in total, except when you go to one of the restaurants at the square itself,
which is quite costly. All in all we enjoyed our stay very much and we would definitely recommend it
to anyone. Thank you for the good care and hospitality.
Gurutze Laboa – Euskadi, Spain
December 2016
Gail, ha sido muy amable en todo momento y la comunicación con ella ha sido inmejorable. Estando
en Paris, que no conoces a nadie, es una tranquilidad saber que Gail está al tanto para todo lo que
necesitas. El barrio Montmatre una preciosidad, y sin duda, uno de los sitios más bonitos de Paris.
Despertarse allí mismo, y todavía sin llegar la mayoría de los turistas, un placer poder desayunar allí,
tranquilamente. El apartamento muy bien, perfecto para descansar después de estar todo el día en
Paris. Muchas gracias, Gail. Gurutze & Aitor
Fernando Planelles Almeida – Spain
December 2016
Muy buena experiencia. Nuestra primera vez con airbnb. Sin duda repetiremos. La chica que nos
recibió encantadora. El apartamento muy acogedor y muy bien situado. Se cumplieron todas
nuestras expectativas. Muchas gracias.
Laura Hofbauer – Germany
November 2016
Nice and cozy place in beautiful Montmartre, feels like living like a local. The apartment is equipped
with everything you need; we always had it warm inside (with freezing temperatures outside).
Communication and reception was very smooth. A place to be recommended!
Paul and Isabel – UK
23 November 2016
Yet another wonderful week at Place du Tertre !! Vivement la prochaine....
Monica Zigler – Munich, Germany
November 2016
Small and cute apartment with excellent location in Place du Tertre. The view is great, take a coffee
in the morning with that view but without tourists is just amazing. Gail and her team are lovely and
very helpful people. We had all we need to enjoy the area. Everything works well and the neighbors
are also nice chaps. The building is in maintenance but nevertheless the apartment still quite.
Eleanor Erel – Dublin, Ireland
October 2016
We had a really pleasant time in Gail's apartment. Staying so close to Sacre Coeur is quite a treat,
the sounds of the chatter from out in the square, the church bells... gorgeous area. The apartment is
so cosy and warm and Gail and Georgina were very helpful and communicative. Would definitely stay
here again!
Sophie – Bristol, UK

October 2016
We had a wonderful few days in Paris. Loved our little apartment – thank you very much to the
PerfectlyParis team for making us feel so welcome and providing so much info and wine! Such a
lovely place to stay. It was like coming home at the end of a long day exploring this beautiful city! Will
recommend and hope to be back.
Chloe Chichester – Bristol, UK
October 2016
We loved our trip to Paris - the apartment made it feel like coming home every evening! Montmartre
was a great area to stay with lots of places to eat/have a few drinks and our greeter gave us some
great tips on where to go to avoid the tourist traps. Gail and her team were super quick with
communication, gave us loads of useful info and the apartment was perfect (exactly as described).
Loved the area, the feel of the place and the well-equipped apartment!
Cris y Yaica – Spain
October 2016
Apartamento acogedor y preciosa ciudad! Seguro que repetiremos :-) El vinoestaba riquisimo,
gracias!!
Isabel and Paul – UK
October 2016
Another wonderful week here, in our favourite “home from home” Looking forward to coming back
next month!
Asterios Moutsokapas – Vancouver, BC
October 2016
Gail and her team were very organized and communicative. The apartment was spotless and lovely
with a charming view. One potentially minor thing is that there is only a curtain that separates the
bathroom from the kitchen so that might get interesting for people not travelling alone. Beautiful
apartment and you guys were great and very organised. I'll look up places run by your company
when I am in Paris next. Also thank you for the wine.
Isabel and Paul – UK
September 2016
Don't need to cry when we leave this time – because we're coming back next week!! Formidable!!
Love this little nest in Montmartre.
Bill Shumaker – New York, New York
September 2016
The area was exactly what we knew it was! It was great to look out on the square first thing in the
morning and the last thing at night. The apartment was comfortable and clean with a thorough binder
of information about the area. Meeting up was easy; there were two seats of keys, which worked well
for us! And our greeter went above and beyond to help us out!!!
Harmke Schaart – Netherlands
19 September 2016

Thank you for such a good time in Paris. A very good and clean apartment, we loved to stay here.
For me it was my 8th time in Paris and for Paul his 1st and he absolutely loved it. This trip was a
birthday present for Paul and he was very happy with it. I saw Paris through his eyes. Wonderful!
Super place to stay. Very clean apartment.
Boris Rubtsov – Moscow, Russia
12 September 2016
It was very interesting!!! Unbelievable view and truly spirit of Paris!! Very nice and clean apartment!
We spend one minute to look at Eiffel Tower from view point near Basilica Sacre Coeur!! Thank you
Gail!!!
Paul & Isabel Morrison – UK
9 September 2016
Absolutely lovely few days here....comme d'habitutde! A Septembre.....!
Christina Papasavvas – Victoria, AU
September 2016
What a wonderful place to base yourself in Paris! Private and quiet, but looking out over the amazing
artists square gives you a chance to be amongst it all, or in your own world. The place is perfectly
furnished with everything you could possibly need including cooking and washing facilities, delicious
Parisian wine and books and DVDs on Paris! Highly recommended. We loved this place – perfect
location and lovely cosy flat. Thank you so much!
Cathy and Andrew Snowdon – Australia
August 2016
Thoroughly enjoyed our stay. Lots of exercise with all the steps and the pool was less than 1km
away. Great ambience at night at Place du Tertre. Loved the Basilica restaurant.
Siu Hoi Yu – Hong Kong
July 2016
The apartment is exactly the same as shown on the website. Gail is prompt to reply emails and
provide info for the stay. It's a nice area with lots of good restaurants. Yet, lots of stairs to climb at this
area. The view is stunning overlooking Paris and it’s worth all the effort climbing the stairs. It's a nice
and cosy house with everything you need. Paris is an amazing city to visit. No concern on the
apartment – great stay. Recommendation for italien restaurant “Mancini”for the food quality and the
family atmosphere.
Luisa & Thomas – Singapore
July 2016
Gail was responsive and accommodating prior/during our stay. The apartment is ideally located with
all functionalities required inside. Great stay.
Shrey Kapoor – Zurich, Switzerland
July 2016
The stay here was lovely. The location is picturesque, the place is clean and spacious, and Gail, the
host, very very helpful. She was even able to extend my stay so I could take a late train at last
minute. Easy to recommend. Location in Montmartre is spectacular.
Emily Stevenson – Toronto, Ontario, Canada

July 2016
Gail was very responsive right from the get go, and throughout my stay. This apartment was truly a
"Perfectly Paris" experience - I loved having the buzz of Place du Tertre right outside of my window,
and also really loved Montmartre for many reasons - but especially the street musicians, restaurants
and views of the city. The bed was very comfortable, the apartment very clean, and well equipped. I
loved the walk up and down to the area - but if you don't like walking, the metro is very convenient to
get to this area too. I would highly recommend this spot, especially for first timers to Paris looking for
that Perfectly Paris experience!
Dennis Hansen – Denver, Colorado
July 2016
Great location! The apartment was perfect, overlooking the Place du Tertre. The coordination from
Gail after booking the place made everything easy and worry-free, with regard to getting the key and
into the apt. And the free bottle of wine was icing on the cake. Made for a great experience in Paris!
Thomas Zukowski – Toronto, Ontario, Canada
June 2016
I can't thank Gail enough for allowing me to stay in such a cozy and clean apartment in one the best
neighborhoods in the city. Gail had a greeter welcome me, but because my arrival time changed I
was not able to meet with them. Nonetheless Gail was really flexible and helpful in getting me settled
in. The apartment was perfect for me and my father. It was clean, cozy, and I felt safe. I felt like
Parisian considering there are no hotels in the area. The apartment looks out onto a square filled with
artists, cafés, and tourists passing through. Most tourists leave by sunset so nights were quiet and
restful. Sure the area is hilly and can be quite the exercise, but it's definitely worth it. I'd definitely
recommend this listing to anyone. It’s the perfect escape from a long day of roaming the busy streets
of the city.
Pawel Makarewicz – Warsaw, Poland
June 2016
Everything OK, nice apartment, convenient location, very good contact with the host.
Tyler Maybee – Colorado, USA
June 2016
Great place to stay in the center of Montmartre! Highly recommended!
Kitty Chen – Burnaby, BC
June 2016
We are so pleased with Gail even we didn't have a chance to see her. The apartment was great,
good location - easy access to metro stations. We love the place so much. Gail is such wonderful
host, very organized and informative.
Graham & Paula – UK
May 2016
This was our first visit to Paris and our first time using Airbnb. Gail, our host made the booking and
planning very easy, she answered all our questions promptly and we found the whole holiday a
delight. Our apartment at Place du Tertre was great and we couldn't of wished for a better location
the only issue was the amount of stairs and distance to the nearest metro but this almost added to its
wonderful location. We would certainly recommend Place du Tertre to anyone wanting to visit Paris.
Perfect place to stay and see Paris. We have had a lovely time and will stay here again.

Lisa Bader – Frankfurt, Germany
May 2016
It was a great experience to stay with PerfectlyParis! The arrival and the stay were prepared very
carefully and we felt very welcome. The apartment is really directly at the Place du Tertre and you
can experience the lively atmosphere in this beautiful district of Paris just next to the Sacre Coeur.
We would definitely recommend both, the apartment and the host, Gail. Thank you!
Jose Antonio Quijada – Madrid, Spain
May 2016
Wonderful place and friendly host. Great location and very charming apartment. My wife and I spend
a great time. We hope to stay again. Thanks Gail and Georgina.
Fabio Scandellari – Milan, Italy
April 2016
The apartment is really in the heart of Montmartre. We found the house clean and really welcoming.
The bathroom is less comfortable than expected but however bright and useful. Gail was really
helpful.
Cheryl and Ed Fannin – USA
September 2015
What a wonderful spot and we loved watching the artist work in the evening while we enjoyed our
wine. Great spot. Merci.
Patti and Aileen – USA
May 2015
Staying in Montmartre at Place du Tertre was simply wonderful. Having traversed most of Paris we
are absolutely thrilled with our choice to stay here. Booking with PerfectlyParis was super easy and
Gail couldn't have been more sweet and helpful. Upon arrival, Georgina gave us the entire rundown
of both the area and the apartment and I would like to say thank you Georgina for telling us about the
Montmartre Bus. What a save for my poor feet who've walked literally dozens of miles and miles of
stairs. Although we had rain everyday, Paris was magical and the history and the beauty of the city
was awesome. Having seen so many important and historical sights I'm super thankful they were
able to survive the test of time and unrest in the city. My personal favorite things from this trip were
being in the tower of Notre Dame overlooking the city whilst the bells rang and the Moulin Rouge. We
saw a show there and it was one of the best experiences of my life. Aileen's favorite things were the
Eiffel Tower and the abundance of delicious, affordable wine! And the Parisians? Could not have
been any nicer or more helpful and kind. We adore them!
Jane and Matt – Toronto, Canada
April 2015
We had our little home away from home here in Place du Tertre. Although we were only here for «3
nights, we got to experience Paris in the sun and the rain. Both very beautiful! We would love to stay
here again and loved the bottle of wine.
Paul and Isabel – Uk
March 2015
Merci encore une fois !!! A bientôt

Paul and Isabel – UK
November 2014
Merci, merci..... à bientôt !!
Caroline – Texas, USA
October 2014
We enjoyed our stay in the lovely Place du Tertre. It was fun being in the center of such a beautiful
and historic area, and we enjoyed opening the living room windows and still feeling like we were part
of the action happening on the streets as we relaxed in the privacy of our little flat. The neighbors we
met were very kind--especially the one who offered to let us use his mobile phone! Thank you for a
wonderful stay in Paris!
Paul and John – UK
November 2013
Another fabulous week in Montmartre with my son – great place to stay and take in the atmosphere.
Thank you Gail and Preston. And thank you again – another fantastic week here! Living “notre autre
vie, ici à Montmartre....!!! Encore une fois – Merci!!!! Isabel and Paul Morrison
Jona and Saba – UK
20 September 2012
Lovely 3 days....too short! Most favourite apartment and neighborhood in Paris. Thanks so much!!!!
Mickee Carter – Nashville, TN, USA
16 September 2012
Gail and Mats, Thank you so much so much for making me feel so welcome here at Place du Tertre.
I loved this little cosy efficient space. Montmartre is lovely, and I especially enjoyed being so close to
Sacré Coeur, with its fantastic view of Paris. Merci Beaucoup!
The Liebermans – Chicago, Illinois
9 September 2012
Thank you for providing such a lovely place to call home during our one-week stay. We truly enjoyed
every moment in this apartment and couldn't wait to return each night to cook our diner, enjoyed our
bottle of wine and relaxed with the sound of Place du Tertre.
Ben and Ola – Australia and Poland
20 August 2012
Thank you so much for providing the great apartment. We had an amazing long weekend in Paris.
The weather was really hot (38°!!!) so it was great to have an apartment to relax in when it was too
hot outside. We loved Montmartre and Place de Tertre and we will definitely be coming back!!!!
Elizabeth and Jessica – Vermont, USA
July 2012
Thank you so very much for providing a wonderful flat for us during our stay in Paris! We really
enjoyed the atmosphere of Place du Tertre. Bastille day was extra special, and the fire works at the
Eiffel Tower was a great send off. My daughter and I had a very memorable visit!
The O'Callaghans – Lummi Island, WA, USA

9 June 2012
As we look out onto Place du Tertre one more time, we want to thank you for a genuine French
experience. We do recommend using Anvers on the blue line then the funiculaire coming up the hill,
it's a quick change at Pigalle. We are already planning our next trip with others to share our
exploration of Paris via PerfectlyParis.com!
Silvano and Audrey – Fort Langley, BC, Canada
13 May 2012
Thanks to Gail for assisting in our “rescue” when we were left without a place to stay in Paris! This
was our third trip to Paris but our first visit to Montmartre. To say being immersed in day-to-day life
would be an understatement! The sounds, smells and crowds formed a perfect backdrop. We found
the funiculaire made getting back to the apartment much more fun. The metro pass covers this as
well as bus and metro which was a great value. We look forward to returning in the near future!
Paul and Isabel – UK
19 April 2012
Merci mille fois encore Gail and Preston! We have had a wonderful week here in Montmartre and
look forward already to our next visit. We've grown rather attached to this lovely, cosy apartment, it
really is home from home!
Pam
19 February 2012
Thanks Gail and Preston. I had a delightful stay in this lovely apartment. The location was perfect, the
views of the square always entertaining, and I especially appreciated Preston's warm welcome and
help with my suitcase.
Nic and Josh
29 January 2012
Thanks Gail for organising our stay at this gorgeous apartment. We loved it and love Paris. So glad
we stayed in Montmartre area. Tourists during the day but early morning and nights it was mainly
locals. We felt like ones too. Will be sure to recommend this apartment to friends and family. I am
sure others on your site are of the same standards.
Paul – UK
10 December 2011
Back to my window on Montmartre, and loving every minute of it! Too short a visit but, of course, I will
be back! Thank you, once more, for making my stay so enjoyable. A bientot.
Paul and Isabel – UK
November 2011
Thank you encore une fois Gail and Preston for your kindness and helpfulness – yet another perfect
stay here at Place du Tertre. Looking forward to la prochaine fois!
Marcin – Poland
12 November 2011
Thanks for all Gail! It's been a great introduction to my longer stay in Paris. Place du Tertre is a magic
zone.

Paul – UK
13 October 2011
Once again, this apartment is the perfect base from which to explore and breath Montmartre. A
perfect holiday break. We look forward to coming back very soon! Thank you for your kindness.
Paul – UK
29 September 2011
What a brilliant place to be based! Time goes far too quickly – especially when we enjoy our stay too
much. Thank you for your kindness once more. Back soon!
Tony and Kay – UK
July/August 2011
What a super two weeks at Tertre. We really felt we were part of the life on the square – the buzz
was infectious. Try an early breakfast in Cadet de Gascogne and watch the square come to life. Then
sit at the windows in the early hours of the morning and enjoy the 'theatre'. Always something to see!
The location of the apartment can't be better!
Chris, Elizabeth and Kieran
4 July 2011
Had an awesome time – thanks so much Gail!
Anton and Helene – Montreal, Canada
11 June 2011
Thank you Gail and Preston for a most enjoyable stay in this apartment. Everything was great from
first contact we had with Gail to Preston's warm welcome and 2 weeks of pretending we were
“Parisians” with all the amenities you provided for us. Since you asked for comments, way we
suggest a clothes hangar for drying clothes along with heavier drapes in the bedroom to block out the
light from other apartments at night. You made us feel at home from the beginning.
June and Gerard – Australia
28 April 2011
How come when you are in such a magnificent setting time just flies!? Our time is up and today is the
first cool overcast, slightly wet day, and what a contrast to the village. Not so lousy. Different colours,
more muted, flatter. But even more beautiful than the bright sunlight. We leave to start another new
adventure in England. We shall never forget our fabulous time here. What a place to explore. We will
force our family and friends to make the journey to this exciting, vibrant place and stay in this unique
and interesting square and flat. Thanks Gail for sorting out my booking and thanks Preston for his
most warm welcome.
Gina and Alan – Charlotte, NC, USA
24 April 2011
There are no words to describe the wonderful week we just spent in Montmartre staying at your flat.
The views and sounds were magnificent and awaken all of your senses.
Paul and Isabel
14 April 2011
Encore une fois, un merveuilleux séjour dans cet appartement absolument parfait!! Nous attendons
avec impatience de revenir plus tard cette année.. Merci mille fois!

Darryl and Jan Ede - Sydney, Australia
18 March 2011
What a wonderful little apartment, bathroom has us in stitches of laughter. The location is wonderful
and we've really enjoyed sitting watching the artists, having a glass of wine, we did buy some
Champagne flutes as we prefer them and have left them here for others to use. Thank you for all the
wonderful touches you have provided, everything is so comfortable and it was really great being able
to cook for ourselves. We are sure to return!
Dominique and David – Bristol, UK
8 January 2011
Dear Gail, We have had a wonderful but all too short 3-night stay in the 18eme. It was a surprise for
my partner's 50th and he was blown away by the location as was I! All went well with the flat and we
really loved coming back to rest and recuperate after our meanderings around Paris. We cooked
some nice meals. Very cosy and comfortable and well thought through with added touches. Look
forward to maybe trying another apartment from PerfectlyParis as all went so smoothly this time.
Thank you so much.
Paul and Isabel – Northumberland
14 October 2010
Dear Gail and Preston, What a wonderful week we've had! The apartment is so cosy and has
everything we could need. The vibrant ambience of Montmartre wafting through the windows is an
added bonus. And the sun shone all day long, every day – I hope you can arrange that again for us in
the future. Merci mille fois!
Michelle – Vancouver, Canada
17 September 2010
Dear Gail and Preston, Wow! What a cool little flat! A perfect, cozy perch for people watching in
colorful Montmartre. Such a comfy bed, I had a hard time getting up in the AM... and, for the serious
multi-tasker such as myself, the bathroom was perfect. Thank you again for everything, my Paris
vacation would not be the same anywhere other than in one of your terrific flats. Maybe next spring, I
will try for a 4th flat in another area. Until we meet again, all the best to both of you!
Paul – Northumberland
30 September 2010
Dear Gail and Preston, Just to say how much we enjoyed our stay at number 3. I reckon we have
found the perfect place to be in the heart of Paris and watch each day unfold in the Place du Tertre
below our window. I look forward to returning. Thanks for your help in making our stay so enjoyable.
Alexander and Olga – Russia
12 September 2010
Many thanks for your wonderful apartment. We had a fantastic time at Place du Tertre – one of the
beautiful places of Montmartre. Best wishes to you and your colleagues.
John and Bernadette – Australia
5 September 2010
We experienced the Paris we came to see.
Sheena and Peter – USA

16 July 2010
Very pleasant apartment – well equipped and comfortable. One of the hottest weeks in Paris, but
opening the windows both sides gave a cooling breeze. A little noisy both night and morning but we
became accustomed to it after a few days. After walking around Paris all day and then back up the
stairs we were ready to sleep. The free telephone was a pleasant bonus!
Agata and Turkan – Poland
24 May 2010
We spent here one of the most wonderful weekends! We couldn't wish for a more romantic place.
Gail, many thanks for your help. We will definitely come back here one day!
Martin and Joanna Green
13 May 2010
Lovely spot, we love it. Thanks so much. We would love to come back.
Jason and Athia – Australia
26 April 2010
Many thanks for a great stay: clean, comfortable accommodation, great spot and fabulous people
watching from our window. Of all of the people I dealt with while organizing accommodation for 1
month stay in Paris, Gail was the most professional!
Julia and Lucy – London, UK
11 April 2010
Lovely apartment, homely, warm and welcoming. Bed very comfy! Lovely view on square, very
serene yet social, would definitely return for a break!
Robin and Marianna – Washington State, USA
March 2010
Gail and Preston, Another memorable time in Paris, enhanced by a PerfectlyParis apartment. We
didn't think we would find this apartment as nice as 'Elegance at Lamarck' but Place du Tertre was
even better in many ways. Who needs a big screen when you have an ever-changing view of people
from all over the world pass by the window on the streets below. One of the great reasons for
choosing an apartment is the kitchenette. Pigalle offers grocery stories and there are fruit, meat,
cheese, and bakery shops in between the top of the hill and below. We enjoyed several wonderful
homemade meals. So much more could be said. Thank you again.
Hayley and Clare – Lincolnshire, UK
January 2010
We are in Paris for work purposes so have spent most of our 5-day stay in the exhibition centre at
Parc des Expositions. Therefore it has been great to come back to the pretty Place du Tertre and feel
like we are en vacances! The apartment is cosy, comfortable, well equipped and so fabulously
located. The wine was a lovely thought and the free telephone calls were an unexpected extra. Our
colleagues are staying in the Stylish Abbesses and Abbesses Atelier apartments on rue Vieuville and
are delighted with their accommodation – we popped in for a nightcap with them and can confirm that
they are also fantastic apartments! PerfectlyParis are a wonderful company who have been
absolutely great to book with – thank you to Gail for all your help before arrival and to Joseph for the
welcome. We wouldn't hesitate to recommend PP and will hopefully be back next year for Maison &
Objet and another Parisian apartment experience! Why would anyone stay in a hotel??! Thanks
again.

Claire and Callum – Brisbane, Australia
5 December 2009
Gail and Preston, A big thank you for offering this wonderful apartment. The location and view from
the window made this is the perfect place to stay in Paris. Thank you also for your help and advice:
the teabags, umbrellas, and assistance with the washing machine were the icing on the cake (or the
Nutella crepes, as the case may be!). We are looking forward to coming back for our next stay in
Montmartre!
Ole and Anne – Minneosta, USA
October 2009
What an incredible time we've had! The food, the view from our lovely apt., the kindness of everyone
in Paris! Gail and Preston have been so very helpful and we will refer anyone to this delightful place.
Thank you. We highly recommend the open-air bus tour. A perfect way to see a lot in a short time.
We are 1st time visitors and loved it!!
John and Mary – Scotland
September 2009
We have enjoyed a wonderful week staying in your bijou apartment in an excellent location. The
accommodation was very comfortable and everything we needed was available. We appreciated the
easy booking arrangements and all the relevant information available when we arrived, especially the
personal welcome from Preston and all the help and guidance he provided. Best wishes.
Leanne and Falk – Australia and Germany
20 July 2009
Thanks for a wonderful base from which to explore Paris. Like others, we loved watching the portraits
in the evenings and listening to the music and chatter as it wafted up here from the square below.
Thanks again.
Steve and Gretchen – Oklahoma, USA
19 June 2009
Thanks again for a wonderful place to stay in Paris! We love this place and have some wonderful
memories from our treetop view of Montmartre!
Ellen, Ben and Wesley
24 May 2009
Another wonderful stay in Paris! We loved the view from the apartment – spent our evening with a
glass of wine or ice cream watching the Place du Tertre from our window. We had a fantastic
weekend and we're sad to be leaving, but I'm sure we'll be back!
Marty and Carlene
23 April 2009
Thank you for a “PerfectlyParis welcome. The wine was a most thoughtful and hospitable gesture!
We loved our little “3 Place du Tertre” home for the week... location, location, location! Paris is a
beautiful city...big city... we felt like we walked half way around the world and back! Loved the artists,
the nightly chatter, the basilica lit domes that shined in the bath/bedroom and the ambiance of this
city! Lovely sights to remember until our next visit.
Nick, Mary-Clare and Isobel – Bristol, UK

April 2009
We much enjoyed our stay in this fabulous little flat – the location is superb – very impressed with
PerfectlyParis a company with rare combination of “good product” and “good customer care”. We will
use your service again!
Sharon and Dina
31 March 2009
We came to Paris to celebrate our birthdays. Dina's first trip, I wanted her to experience the Paris
village life. This was perfect! I love this part of Paris. The whole square was transformed this
weekend. They worked all night to set it up. I know because I was awake all night. Great time –
weather could have been better, but it's Paris, who cares. We are enjoying bread, cheese and wine,
watching the people out the window. This is PerfectlyParis!
Lisa and Ed – New Zealand
3 January 2009
What a great place to see in the New Year! The flat was a great base for a lovely week in Paris.
Everything we needed, in a wonderful location. We were very impressed you even managed to
arrange a morning's snow for us! Many thanks Gail and Preston. We'll be back!
Laura and Ciera Neeley – Del Mar, CA, USA
2 November 2008
We cannot even begin to sum up the amazing experience we have had in this wonderful city. The
apartment has been a true “home” away from home... so cosy, so perfectly located. We have
ventured out to see may sights yet have also become “locals” here in Place du Tertre. We will miss
our new friends yet will also be keeping in touch with a few. Thank you again for everything, you
made the planning of this adventure a pleasure.
Maggie, Denck and Freddie (10) – Edinburgh, Scotland
October 2008
This has been a great 'find' for us – and we have probably stayed in our last hotel in Paris – on a
family break at least. The apartment was very comfortable and we enjoyed being in Montmartre. Gail
was really helpful in making the arrangements and Preston was very welcoming. Thank you.
Martha – California
September 2008
Dear Gail, The apartment is in a great location, thank you for a wonderful trip to Paris.
Nicola and Phil – Scotland
September 2008
Thank you for providing the perfect base to explore this wonderful city. Our first experience of Paris
has been a memorable one and we hope to stay with you at PerfectlyParis again sometime soon.
Steve and Lisa – UK
August 2008
This has been my third PerfectlyParis having stayed in Lamarck Caulaincourt in 2004 – am glad I
kept the fridge magnet so I could return in 2008, this time with my partner and 4 month old son.
We've really enjoyed our stay overlooking the heart of Montmartre and Sacre Coeur just behind us.
Will be back definitely. P.S. Would be great to have some big mugs and dessert spoons though...

The Purcells – Baltimore and Texas, USA
20 July 2008
Dear Gail, The apartment is really nice. Our visit to Paris was wonderful. Thank you so much for
letting us use this apartment. It's quite wonderful, much like Paris. I almost do not want to go home!
The apartment exceeded our expectations. Thank you for making our vacation wonderful.
Chuck and Polly – North Carolina, USA
July 2008
Dear Gail, Our time here was so great! I don't want to go home. Again, we cannot thank you enough
for all of your help – we could not have made it without you that first day! We are already planning our
next trip. Will e-mail you with details.
Bev and Hedley – Sydney
June 2008
We have absolutely loved our stay in Montmartre. The area is wonderful and the flat cozy and
comfortable. It was lovely to come “home” every day after a long day exploring this wonderful city of
Paris. Thanks to Gail and PerfectlyParis for making our stay memorable – can't wait to come back!
Andrew and Vanessa – Toronto, Canada
May 2008
This place has made our first trip to Paris a memorable one! What a wonderful place to stay. Much
more comfortable then a hotel! We very much hope to be back!
Mark and Kara – Leeds, England
17 May 2008
Hi Gail, Many thanks for all your help in arranging this stay in Paris for us. “Place du Tertre” is a great
apartment situated (in our opinion) in the best district of Paris. So many memories of visiting gems of
the city and evenings spent watching the artists below. I'm sure we'll be back. Best wishes.
Sarah and Kathy
4 May 2008
This is my fifth visit to Paris and my second time staying a 'PerfectlyParis' accommodation. Both
apartments have been great. It is my mum's first visit and she has loved staying in Montmartre,
especially being in the thick of things in Place du Tertre. We ate in the square on our 1st night (at Au
Cadet de Gascogne) as our feet and legs were too weary to go any further after a day of sightseeing.
The food wasn't exceptional (but perfectly OK) but the atmosphere and music were great, service
was good and prices reasonable. We went further on our 2nd night to La Rugetta, the Italian
mentioned by other guests – and this meal was excellent. We've both enjoyed watching the portraits
below develop after returning to the apartment at night until we have slunk off to bed. Very nice
accommodation. Thanks.
Y, K and S
29 April 2008
Hey Gail, Many thanks to you and your crew for providing this lovely space for our week-long stay in
Montmartre! It’s the “perfect” environment for the family as we blended in quite well. Until our next
stay, all righteousness to you and yours!
Alison, Andrew and Theodora

14 January 2008
Many thanks for a perfect stay. The location is fantastic and the apartment has everything you could
need for a short stay. We were here with our 2 year old so it was great to feel like we were in the
thick of things whist retiring fairly early in the evening. This meant we could still look out of the
window and feel a part of things. A big thank you to Gail for arranging the stay at short notice. We'll
try to be more organized next time!
Lanie and David – Sydney
December 2007
This was our 3rd time in Paris and our first time staying at a “PerfectlyParis” apartment. Needless to
say we will never stay in a hotel again. The apartment was wonderful. The amenities are excellent
and we could not have wished for a more perfect Christmas day. Thank you Gail and Brianne for
making our stay in Paris unforgettable. P.S. May I suggest a couple of DVD movies would be good to
have for a cold night in.
Joan Varban – New York, NY, USA
4 August 2007
Our trip to Paris was perfectly complimented by this cozy apartment. Montmartre was a beautiful
crest to the tapestry below. The discovery of the funicular saved us a lot of sweat and tears. Thank
you for all of your help and kind consideration.
Bruce & Lisa Freeman Family – Overland Park, KS, USA
20 July 2007
Thank you so much for your help and hospitality. Enjoyed our visit and it was way too short. Hope to
be back for a longer one in the future.
Manon – Montreal via Jerusalem
10 July 2007
Great apartment, great location. I didn’t think that 12 days at Place du Tertre could be so enjoyable.
The apartment is cosy enough that you can forget the hubbub from the tourists below and really feel
like you’re home. Thanks.
Anu & Sivaram – India
18 June 2007
We had a wonderful stay at the apartment. The amenities were excellent and so was the detailed
documentation you so thoughtfully provide. Thank you for all the help you extended to us during our
stay. It was great to meet you and to have a warm, friendly welcome on our first visit to Paris. Thanks
to Preston, too, for helping us settle in. “Perfectly Paris” sums up our stay here! We’d love to visit
again. P.S. The bottle of wine was a nice touch.
Liz & Mick – Ireland
5 June 2007
Hello Gail. Instructions to the apartment were very clear. Nice to have someone to meet and greet!
Beautiful area around here and very accessible to all the great Paris sights. We would love to come
back to go to all the places we could not reach. Had a fab meal at Le Poulbot with simply the best
service from a waiter in Paris! Great French cuisine also. Hope we come back soon!
Frank & Satnam – UK
May 2007

We had a delightful time at Place du Tertre. The accommodation was really comfortable and cosy. It
was nice to leave the windows open and allow the lively chatter from below to filter upward. The
apartment was very well equipped and the maps were most useful. The location was great as was
the atmosphere. The daily trip to Abbesses metro station was worth it for the views. We thoroughly
enjoyed our stay and will definitely be recommending it to our friends and colleagues. Merci
beaucoup!
Georgia – UK
April 2007
We had a fantastic time, thank you. Your directions to the apartment were really easy to follow and
Preston was very helpful when we arrived. The apartment was lovely – we thought that it retained
lovely original features like the marble fireplace and it was also very modern and clean. It was
decorated in a really nice style and was very comfortable. It was so much nicer to stay in an
apartment than a hotel. All of the extra touches, like umbrellas (which we needed!), maps and
guidebooks were really useful and thoughtful. Your file on what to see and where to eat was really
helpful, too, and we had a fantastic meal at La Rugetta, one of your recommended restaurants. The
location was great with lovely views of the square and the painters. We really enjoyed our stay and
will recommend your apartments to our friends and would definitely choose your apartments again.

